The spectral properties of sounds are usually described (successfully) by means of direct measurement of certain acoustic variables (e.g., formant and antiformant frequencies, bandwidths, and intensities; e.g., Fant 1968). There are, however, some reasons supporting the need for a measurement method which would be independent of the acoustic variables in the ordinary sense.1

In spite of the varying fundamental frequency, the possibility of comparing different spectra with each other remains, when the shape of the spectral envelope is characterized by means of amplitude values which are measured at constant points on the frequency scale. Thus the envelope is defined by means of a series of numbers which indicate the amplitude at selected measurement points. The description so obtained is called a DIGITAL SPECTRUM. The method described can be applied along with (or before) the variable-dependent procedure. I have discussed the method on other occasions (first in an unpublished thesis at the University of Helsinki [1967]; later e.g., 1969 and 1970). The following points of view can be taken as comments on the method.

The method of using digital spectra is independent of the source of speech; all kinds of spectra can be treated with the same principle (e.g., voiced and whispered sounds). Computer applications of different kinds are possible. The problems and limitations of the method concern the domain of applications; ability of the method to describe the original signal, details of the measurement procedure, dynamics of the spectrum, distortions caused by the research equipment, the need for normalizing the amplitude relationships of the digital spectra, the relationship between the digital spectrum and the auditive response of the hearer. Many of the problems are common to other spectrometric methods as well.

Spectral comparisons of different kinds are possible. One possible application is to group together digital spectra which are acoustic representations (signals) for the same linguistic entity occurring in the same context, and which are produced by the same speaker. Indicating the minimum, maximum, and mean amplitude values at each measurement point, and plotting these statistical values (also the standard deviation can be indicated) on a coordination system, a numerical and graphic description of the acoustic variation area and the average distribution of the spectral energy in repetitions of the same linguistic unit can be presented (Figures 1 and 2).

Considering the auditory response, the frequency scale may be presented according to the mel or logarithmic scale. Some other operations in order to simulate the auditive response may also be applicable (see Iivonen 1970:90-104).

Coarticulation effects and individual properties of the spectrum (cf. Figures 1 and 2) can be studied.

Because of the articulatory instability it may be recommendable to use repetitions of the same linguistic unit. This may also reduce the effects of random distortions caused by the research equipment. Especially troublesome are the spurious components in the spectrum (see Lindblom 1962; Hakala and Savolainen 1966; Ungeheuer 1968:131).

---

1 E.g., the following reasons can be mentioned: (1) the acoustic variables often have an a priori nature: one knows in advance what one should find; (2) the acoustic variables are primarily defined on the basis of resonancy; (3) in several cases the spectral peaks (formants) cannot be separated or labelled by the investigator (for difficulties of this kind see Lindblom 1962, Ladefoged 1967:81-86, Ungeheuer 1968:173); and (4) the formant structure of female voices is often not so clear as that of male voices, and this makes the measurement of formants more difficult. The goal of investigation should determine whether or not there is need to indicate the acoustic variables after the application of the method.
The method is also applicable in defining the average spectral energy distribution of speech in similar sense as Tarnóczy has suggested (Sprechformmethode; 1962 and 1971) or in calculating the long time average speech spectrum (see Blomberg and Elenius 1970). Applications may also be found in speaker and speech recognition. It may also be possible that the speech synthesis can be based on the principle of digitalization in form of digital resonances.

In measurement (performed manually) the sections produced with the Sound Sona-Graph can be used. In this case a digital spectrum represents a short time interval which corresponds with the time constant of the section filter of the Sona-Graph (cf. Lindblom 1962:197, Fant 1968:186).

Concerning resonants (including voiced vowels, liquids, and nasals), the value of the average fundamental frequency of the subject can be used as the constant interval between the measurement points on the frequency scale. Otherwise intervals e.g., 120, 200 or 250 cps, may be applicable.

Dynamics of the section (Kay Elemetric Sound Sona-Graph model 6061-B) contains 35 dB.2 A wider scale would make it possible that also weaker spectra and the weaker components of spectrum could be taken into account without using some auxiliary devices.

A need for normalizing the digital spectra occurs e.g., when the spectra produced by the same speaker in different occasions (when the relative speech volume can be different) should be compared with each other. One measurement point can be chosen as the reference point.

Considering an automatic procedure the localization of the sample point desired on the time axis is a considerable problem. Some visual aid (e.g., cathode-ray oscilloscope display or spectrogram) may be used. Some preliminary attempts towards an automatic procedure have been made at the University of Oulu. Another localization problem concerns the relevant signal points (cues) on the time axis of speech, but this problem concerns the acoustic phonetics in general.
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1 I would like to put the comments presented here in connection with the efforts in which the frequency dimension of the speech is divided with a bank-of-filters in bands, and the output of each filter is submitted (after rectifying and smoothing) to an analog-to-digital converter (Bell et al. 1961, Denes 1962, Fujimura 1962:1868; "digital spectrogram"; Blomberg and Elenius 1970) and with some other technical solutions which try to digitalize the speech signal using e.g., a computer (Lipnitskaja 1968; 1/3 octave filter real-time analyzer of Brüel & Kjær; Ubiquitous Spectrum Analyzer of Federal Scientific Corporation; Real-time Analyzers of General Radio). Theoretically the principle of the digitalization of the time-frequency spectrum is suggested by Meyer-Eppler 1959 (see also 1969:27; "Gabor-Matrix").
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